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8 / So, the Fed will start reducing its balance sheet in October - what does that mean, and what happens next - As a 
major tool to help the US economy recover from the Great Financial Crisis, the Federal Reserve purchased bonds as a way to 
stimulate the economy. Then Fed Chair Ben Bernanke explained the policy, known as Quantitative Easing, in 2010, as a way to 
create easier financial conditions which will promote economic growth. The current level of the Fed`s balance sheet is circa 
$4.5 trillion. The other global central banks have slightly bigger or smaller balance sheets, except for the Bank of England 
which stopped its QE program after 6 years (in 2014) – its QE stimulus was comparatively smaller. Fast forward 8 years; the 
wealth creation objective succeeded up to a point where equity valuations are now stretched, and the prospect of mean 
reversion looms large in the minds of all investors (and some Economics Nobel Prize winners). At this juncture, the Federal 
Reserve announced a specific strategy to reduce the size of its balance sheet by letting the bonds mature, a process called 
balance sheet normalization, starting in October. It had the financial world atwitter, and there were dire prognostications of 
impending huge takedown of the global stock markets and other risk assets which benefitted from the programs. However, 
we have a slightly different take on the issue. We believe that this notion is not totally correct, especially as the argument 
revolves around the balance sheet of the global central banks. Here is how we see it: when you have a humongous amount 
of money involved in the equation, the force of logic can be malleable. Consider this: if I “win” at a game in which the rules 
have been temporarily suspended, it’s not “realistic” of me to expect that the results should remain the same if I keep playing 
and the original rules are reinstated

11 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Equity markets are looking strong towards 2018, yet following the nice September  
bounce/extension, we would advocate prudence again as we move into October –  As we write the articulations we 
projected over the last months have materialized (down in August, up in September). Going forward, we are still very much 
Bullish on all equity markets into the Spring of 2018. We would prefer Europe and Japan to the US, especially from mid Q4 
when we expect the USD to start to strengthen again. In Emerging markets, we would overweight oil & commodity pro-
ducers vs importers. However, shorter term, we believe the risk/reward on most markets over the coming 3 to 6 weeks is 
disadvantageous. We would expect a 3 to 6% correction to the downside in the US and Europe, probably into late October, 
early November.  

18 / The monetary world is tightening quickly – all that change will be cemented by a Fed rate hike in December - The 
monetary world is changing, and a lot of observers are perplexed as to the reason why central banks are tightening. We 
have to understand this, as we ran the risk that the world has changed and we are not aware that it had.  Embedded in the 
situation is the likelihood and the extent which central banks are trying to free up policy room to cope with the next growth 
downturn. . It is bad enough that the Fed is still wedded to the Phillips Curve, but it is also evident that the decades-old 
relationships which serve as its core tenets have changed and that there are now significant time distributed lags separating 
inflation and unemployment. Critics of the Fed may be missing the point – the Fed is feigning confusion about inflation and 
is instead focusing on the heated up job market situation. They already have decided to tighten whatever happens so as to 
free up some countercyclical wiggle space which they will need to combat the next growth crisis. Many observers now peg 
the chance of a rate hike in December at 75%. We believe the odds are even higher – close to 100%. We believe that the 
jobs market will still be functioning well into Q4, so that still provides cover for the central bank. The clincher will be the level 
of inflation at that time. We believe that inflation will start rising in Q3 and will be the significant factor for a Fed decision to 
tighten in December.

20 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Reflationary assets may re-test down in October, but should re-accelerate upwards 
towards year-end  –  Over the last few weeks, many reflationary proxies and interest rates have started to move up again. 
Although these developments are promising for cyclical and reflation trades from mid Q4 towards early 2018, shorter term, 
our Daily graphs are suggesting that a further re-test to the downside is likely into Q4, before the acceleration up really kick-
starts.  Similarly US Financials and European Banks are approaching intermediate tops early October on. The corrections to 
the downside should last into late October, early November with a downside risk of 7 to 12%.
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26 / Gold is an asset governed by macro data – news flow may push gold to adopt safe haven roles, but  in the end it 
is the “anti-Dollar” - What do we do with Gold? There are so many facets about Gold that investing in it requires a matrix 
of data even to just begin understanding it. It can, of course, be a safe haven destination. Lately, gold has been responding 
to geopolitical events out of the Korean Peninsula. Gold is also bound to the vicissitudes of economic growth and activity, 
as much as equities or bonds are. We all know that gold is negatively correlated to GDP growth -- the perfect antithesis of 
equities. This is what makes gold attractive as part of an asset allocation. In addition, gold negatively correlates to looser 
financial conditions – which is to say that we do not need to wait for hard GDP data to make decisions regarding any gold 
investment. We just need to determine how loose or tight US financial conditions are. It so happens that Gold correlates very 
well with the St Louis Stress Index, a metric published regularly by the St Louis Federal Reserve Bank. As far as its outlook is 
concerned, the “anti-Dollar”, gold, could finish its current short term correction into the 1275/1260 range – at which point 
the mini-risk on phase ends, and the next risk-off phase begins. This risk-off stage could be brief as well – we expect it to end 
sometime in mid Q4 2017.

28 / Timing and Tactical Insight - One last push from Gold and Defensive assets could provide an ultimate exit opportu-
nity –  We believe defensive trades should bounce during October (Bonds, Yen, Defensive sectors vs the general market). 
We would also expect that the Dollar initiates a last move down into late October / early November. The interaction of both 
effects should allow Gold to rally once last time in USD, probably into the high 1’300s, before it starts to consolidate down 
into next year. More generally, we would see this October bounce on defensive assets as an ultimate exit opportunity before 
the reflation trades start to accelerate up towards next year and defensive trades underperform. 

35 / Oil is performing strongly, leading the reflation trade, however product prices are weakening, could that lead to 
some temporary consolidation? - In September, Oil prices gained strongly, having largely benefited from an improvement 
in perception that Opec led production curbs are working and that we are witnessing a tightening in the supply-demand 
balance. With such performance Oil is joining the base metals, leading the way into what we view as the early stage of a 
reflation Wave 2, that we anticipate will become even clearer in the second part of Q4. However, looking at the overall sector 
dynamic we can’t help to notice that Gasoline consumption and gasoline production have peaked; refinery crude oil inputs 
have collapsed. The crack spread has narrowed sharply after spiking due to Harvey, and gasoline prices are plummeting. 
So, we ask the question:  Could the oil price consolidate over the next few weeks? As we have oftern noticed, the prices of 
oil products simply respond more efficiently or quickly to perceived changes in the underlying conditions of the oil market. 
Hence, the quicker response to underlying conditions.

38 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Oil should retrace during October before it resumes its uptrend towards year-end  –  
Following its reversal and 3 months rallying since June, Oil has reached an intermediate top, which should see it correct into 
late October, early November, This retracement should be experienced on all oil related trades and should also affect higher 
beta segments within the Energy sector on a relative basis. That said, we believe this retracement period in only transitory 
and that from November, Oil should accelerate up again towards year-end and early 2018. High beta segments (Exploration 
& Production, Oil Services, NatGas equities) and oil related currencies will probably be great addition to a portfolio during 
that year-end period.

45 / Splicing the markets – Secular rotations between Cyclicals, Growth and Defensives in the US equity markets - 
Throughout this late September issue of The Capital Observer, we have repeatedly outlined our view that cyclical and refla-
tion trades should see an acceleration from mid Q4 to early 2018. The move may be strong, especially as the timeframe is 
quite short. From the Spring, we would expect some rotation back into Growth, before the markets starts to top-out mid next 
year and Defensive profiles start to outperform into 2019.
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